
SUSPENSE
Tales Well Calculated

THE ELLIOT LEWIS YEARS - An Appreciation
By Elizabeth McLeod

Radio in the early 1950s stood at a crossroads. Television's audience, encroaching since
the end of the SecondWorldWar, continued to loom as a menace to the entire entrenched
structure of sound broadcasting -- but between 1948 and 1952, that encroachment was
slowed thanks to a federal freeze on the issuance of new television licenses. For millions
of Americans away from the large urban centers, radio remained the premiere source of
home entertainment -- and for as long as that audience remained, sponsors remained
willing to support high-quality network programming.

It was this confluence of factors that led to
the last great flowering of creativity in
network radio drama -- a final burst of
intelligent, adult-oriented programming
before the medium would be eclipsed
forever.And standing in the vanguard of that
sharp new trend stood one of radio's
venerable favorites – Radio’s Outstanding
Theatre of Thrills --- Suspense.

By the turn of the decade, Suspense had been
a radio fixture for nearly eight years,
growing from an obscure summer-
replacement sustaining feature to a
high-budgeted, star-studded year-round
favorite. Under the guidance of
producer/director William Spier, the series
developed a reputation as a thoughtful
thriller -- featuring well-crafted scripts by an

culture, and the danger it poses both to the hot rodders themselves and the general public.
Following the drama, Ned Dearborn, president of the National Safety Council presents
a national safety award to Auto-Lite chairman Royce G. Martin.

9/10/51 -- "The Evil ofAdelaideWinters" byArthur Ross.Another tour-de-force role for
Suspense stalwart Agnes Moorehead, as a swindling, fraudulent spiritualist -- who may
not be as phony as she seems.

10/29/51 -- "The Hunting of Bob Lee", adapted by Gil Doud from the story by Charles
L. Sonnicksen. Richard Widmark returns to the Suspensemicrophone in a true-life story
of a Texas gunman embroiled in a murderous blood feud. The tale is punctuated by
haunting Western ballads performed by Terry Lee.

12/31/51 -- "Rogue Male," adapted by Sylvia Richards from the novel by Geoffrey
Household. A savage variation on "The Most Dangerous Game" features Herbert
Marshall as an arrogant British big-game hunter turned would-be assassin matching wits
with a cadre of Nazi gunmen.

3/31/52 -- "Lady Pamela" by Antony Ellis. Deborah Kerr stars in this true story of an
aristorcratic British jewel thief out to settle the score with an unfaithful accomplice.
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2/15/51 -- "The Death Parade", byAntony Ellis, from the short story by Shirley Gordon.
Agnes Moorehead in a bravura role as a busybody woman who stumbles onto murder
plans.Any resemblance to Moorehead's characterization or performance in "SorryWrong
Number" is purely coincidental.

3/1/51-- "The Gift of Jumbo Brannigan" by E. Jack Neuman and John Michael Hayes.
William Bendix sheds his Chester A. Riley persona in a searing performance as Jumbo
Brannigan -- master safecracker, lately of the State Penitentiary but back on the streets
again and looking for new opportunities.

3/8/51—“A Vision of Death” by Walter Brown Neman from a story by Jerry Hausner.
Ronald Colman stars as a mind reader with an assistant who turns out to be the real deal!

3/22/51 -- "Three Lethal Words" by Walter Brown Neuman, from a story by Charles
Vion. Joan Crawford as a screenwriter working on a true-life drama of a tensely-wound
middle-aged woman who takes gruesome vengeance against a faithless lover -- a drama
which may be closer to reality than its author is willing to admit.

5/10/51 -- "Death On My Hands" by John Michael
Hayes and E. Jack Neuman. Phil Harris and Alice
Faye turn in powerful dramatic performances in
this tale of a self-absorbed touring bandleader who
unwittingly causes the death of an obsessed fan in
a small Southern town -- and is then accused of her
murder!

6/28/51 -- "The Case for Dr. Singer", by Blake
Edwards. Joseph Kearns both announces and plays
the title role in this atomic-age spy thriller very
loosely based on the real-life case of Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg. Final program of the 1950-51
season.

8/27/51 -- "The Case of the Jolly Death Riders" by
Richard George Peduccini. William Holden stars
in this true-life expose of the reckless hot-rod

array of the medium's top writers, scripts that avoided
the head-splitting gore and smirking outlandishness of
the Inner Sanctum genre of radio mystery programs.
Where most of radio's thrillers were geared to an
adolescent, comic-book-reading audience, Suspense
was always for grownups.

And as the 1950s dawned, it became even more so.
Spier left the program in 1948, and after a brief
interregnum in the hands ofAnton M. Leader, the series
came under the guidance of one of radio's few, true
renaissance men, the dynamic actor/writer/director
Elliot Lewis.

For most radio listeners at the time, the announcement of Lewis's appointment as the new
producer/director of Suspensemight have led to raised eyebrows. Lewis was best known
at that time as a funnyman, thoroughly identified with his most famous acting role, the
shamelessly sleazy left-handed guitar player Frankie Remley, on the Phil Harris-Alice
Faye Show. But Lewis had far more to offer radio than merely one indelible
characterization, and he was soon to prove it.

Elliot Lewis never intended to be an actor, but radio was in his blood. He was born in
1919 -- as part of the very first generation to actually grow up with broadcasting as a
regular part of its daily experience. Lewis set out originally to be a lawyer -- but before
he knew it, he'd drifted westward and turned up in Hollywood by 1937 doing bit roles in
a wide range of radio programs, including stints in the dramatic stock company on Silver
Theatre, assorted minor comic turns in support of Burns and Allen, Al Jolson, and Jack
Benny, and even a continuing role in a slurpy daytime serial called Midstream. These
roles paid little -- but the real recompense was in the education they afforded him.Acting
most every day and night, always scurrying from reading to rehearsal to performance
and back again taught Lewis much about timing, inflection, microphone balance -- all the
many tools necessary to the young art of broadcast drama, tools best learned only in the
crucible of daily experience. By the turn of the decade, Lewis's name as well-known to
the people who really mattered in radio -- the producers and directors -- as it was unknown
to the average member of the public. Such roles as he played rarely, if ever, received on-
air credit.

Joseph Cotten

Joan Crawford
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He might have spent an entire career as one of the many anonymous AFRA members
who filled in the blank spots on bigtime shows, hadWorldWar II not intervened. Master
Sergeant Lewis spent his Army career attached to the Armed Forces Radio Service. Still
based in Hollywood, he found himself moving behind the scenes, working in production
roles on an assortment of AFRS features -- routining talent, assigning roles, editing
scripts, directing recording sessions, learning everything there was to know about radio
production from the ground up. After demobilization, Lewis returned to acting -- taking
on his famous Frankie Remley role in 1946, followed by the lead role in the high-
adventure seagoing drama Voyage of the Scarlet Queen in 1947. He had lost none of his
thespian versatility while in khaki, but he itched for a chance to put his new production
talents to work.

That opportunity came as the summer of 1950 wound down, when Lewis was offered the
chance to helm Suspense. He had appeared occasionally on the program during the
William Spier era, and knew both the tradition of the series and its production routine --
and jumped at the opportunity. Working frequently with scriptwriters Morton Fine and
David Friedkin, Lewis soon gave the series his own personal stamp.

Under Spier, the program had developed a reputation for
offbeat casting, often going out of its way to cast actors far
against type -- dropping light leading men into gritty crime
dramas, casting fluffy-haired glamour girls as hardboiled
working-class dames, tossing big-time comedians into tense
mystery thrillers -- and Lewis immediately picked up on this
tradition, taking it to new heights during his tenure. Lewis's
third program at the helm, "Over The Bounding Main," cast
jaunty song-and-dance man Dan Dailey in a tale of seagoing
violence and murder -- and other unusual casting choices
during that first season included the likes of thirties screen
siren Miriam Hopkins clawing the microphone as a
demented poisoner, America's happiest young marrieds
Ozzie and Harriet Nelson as opportunists stumbling onto a
murder, scatterbrained tenor Dennis Day embroiled with
vicious underworld characters, and even -- in a master stroke
-- Frankie Remley's own on-air cohorts Phil Harris andAlice
Faye, acquitting themselves quite well in a horrifying tale of

10/5/50 -- "The Rose Garden" by Sumner
Locke Elliot and Antony Ellis. Movie
veteran Miriam Hopkins stars with Paula
Winslowe and Jeanette Nolan in this tale of
the disturbing Mrs. Bone -- a roomer with an
unsettling taste for toxicology.

10/26/50 -- "Too Hot to Live" by Sam Rolfe.
Richard Widmark makes effective use of
first-person narration in this harrowing tale
of Jeff Casey, an ex-soldier fleeing a murder
charge across a sun-baked western desert.

11/23/50 -- "Going, Going, Gone," by
Antony Ellis. Ozzie and Harriet Nelson
appear as a young couple who think they've
stumbled onto the luckiest break of their
lives when an old trunk bought at auction is
full of valuable gems. But the trunk turns out
to be less a treasure chest than Pandora's Box
when the story behind the jewels begins to
emerge.

12/14/50 -- "AKilling in Abilene" by Gil Doud andAntony Ellis. Alan Ladd and Barton
Yarborough turn in stellar performances in this sharply-written adult western tale of
vengeance and mob violence.

12/21/50 -- "Christmas for Carol" by David Friedkin. Jack Benny's silly tenor Dennis
Day turns deadly serious in this tense story of a desperate man taking even more desperate
steps to raise money to save the life of his wife and unborn child.

2/8/51 -- "TheWindy City Six" by E. Jack Neuman and John Michael Hayes. Crime and
murder are never far from the bandstand in this fascinating tale of a speakeasy jazz band
during the height of the Prohibition Era. Saxophonist-turned-actor Fred MacMurray turns
in a fine performance in the lead, with musical support by JazzAge legends Red Nichols
and his Five Pennies. Richard Widmark

Alan Ladd
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nostalgia fad in 1980. Lewis's final major work would be in television, as a script
consultant and story editor for the jaunty romantic mystery series Remington Steele from
1983 to 1986. He died in 1990, his name familiar only to a hard core of radio drama
enthusiasts who continued to champion him as one of the medium's true masters.

Elliot Lewis's tenure at the Suspense helm ran for just shy of four years, during which time
he took full advantage of the freedom offered by radio -- exploring genres from science
fiction to Shakespeare, but always with a tight focus on the essential theme that had
always been the series' strongest suit -- stories of ordinary men and women placed into
unexpected extraordinary circumstances. Over those four years, as dramatic radio moved
into its twilight years, Lewis's extraordinary talents gave listeners a last, lingering taste
of what made the medium great.

Episodes in this collection:

The ElectricAuto-Lite Company Presents: SUSPENSE. Produced and directed by Elliot
Lewis. Announced by Joseph Kearns and HarlowWilcox. Bert Holland as Hap theAuto-
Lite Mechanic. Featuring:William Conrad, Harry Bartell, Sam Edwards, Bea Benederet,
Jack Kruschen, Ted de Corsia, Cathy Lewis, Larry Thor, Barbara Whiting, Howard
McNear, Larry Dobkin, Jay Novello, Jeanette Nolan, and others.

9/14/50 -- "Over The Bounding Main," by Jimmy Barnett and Gloria Elmoy. Musical
comedy star Dan Dailey takes a convincing dramatic turn in this tale of violence on the
high seas, portraying a man fighting for his life against a tough fisherman (William
Conrad) who is out to kill him.

9/21/50 -- "The Crowd," by Morton Fine and Dave Friedkin, adapted from the 1943 short
story by Ray Bradbury. DanaAndrews stars in an eerie horror tale of a man being driven
mad by a series of tragedies -- always surrounded by an identical crowd of onlookers.

9/28/50 – “Fly by Night,” by Morton Fine and David Friedkin. Joseph Cotten stars as the
victim of an elaborate conspiracy, who, as a murder suspect, is forced to confess to a
crime he did not commit.

Southern lynch-mob violence. Few themes were off limits for Lewis and Suspense during
these years, and many of his episodes took their inspiration from the headlines of the day
-- often beginning with a variation on Dragnet's "The Story You Are About To Hear Is
True" disclaimer.

Suspense marked the peak of Elliot Lewis's career. During his tenure he and his wife
Cathy Lewis teamed for another dramatic highlight, the remarkable, versatile anthology
series On Stage. But radio's borrowed time was running out. The Federal
Communications Commission lifted its licensing freeze in 1952, and by 1954 the number
of television stations on the air jumped from 106 to 370, with hundreds more in various
stages of construction. Sponsors jumped enmasse to the new medium -- Suspense lost its
own sponsor, the Electric Auto-Lite Company of Toledo, at the conclusion of the 1953-
54 season, and the close of that season also marked the end of Elliot Lewis's reign as
producer/director.

As quickly as it had flashed into prominence, Elliot Lewis's radio career fell into eclipse.
His other programs,On Stage and the single-season true-crime anthology Crime Classics
also came to an end that year as CBS began the process of phasing out its Hollywood
radio drama operations. Suspense itself would move to NewYork in 1960, where it would
continue until 1962 as a fading ghost of its former self, but Lewis's days as a major force
in radio drama were over.

In the years to follow, Elliot Lewis would
work in television, enlivening various
series with his distinct creative touch, but
never enjoying the autonomy or the
results that had been his in the sound
medium. During the brief resurgence of
radio drama in the 1970s, Lewis would
make one final return to the medium to
which he had contributed so much,
serving as producer of Zero Hour, and
the Sears Radio Theatre. His final radio
work, a successor to the Sears program
entitled theMutual Radio Theatre would
come to an end with the passing of theOzzie & Harriet Nelson
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He might have spent an entire career as one of the many anonymous AFRA members
who filled in the blank spots on bigtime shows, hadWorldWar II not intervened. Master
Sergeant Lewis spent his Army career attached to the Armed Forces Radio Service. Still
based in Hollywood, he found himself moving behind the scenes, working in production
roles on an assortment of AFRS features -- routining talent, assigning roles, editing
scripts, directing recording sessions, learning everything there was to know about radio
production from the ground up. After demobilization, Lewis returned to acting -- taking
on his famous Frankie Remley role in 1946, followed by the lead role in the high-
adventure seagoing drama Voyage of the Scarlet Queen in 1947. He had lost none of his
thespian versatility while in khaki, but he itched for a chance to put his new production
talents to work.

That opportunity came as the summer of 1950 wound down, when Lewis was offered the
chance to helm Suspense. He had appeared occasionally on the program during the
William Spier era, and knew both the tradition of the series and its production routine --
and jumped at the opportunity. Working frequently with scriptwriters Morton Fine and
David Friedkin, Lewis soon gave the series his own personal stamp.

Under Spier, the program had developed a reputation for
offbeat casting, often going out of its way to cast actors far
against type -- dropping light leading men into gritty crime
dramas, casting fluffy-haired glamour girls as hardboiled
working-class dames, tossing big-time comedians into tense
mystery thrillers -- and Lewis immediately picked up on this
tradition, taking it to new heights during his tenure. Lewis's
third program at the helm, "Over The Bounding Main," cast
jaunty song-and-dance man Dan Dailey in a tale of seagoing
violence and murder -- and other unusual casting choices
during that first season included the likes of thirties screen
siren Miriam Hopkins clawing the microphone as a
demented poisoner, America's happiest young marrieds
Ozzie and Harriet Nelson as opportunists stumbling onto a
murder, scatterbrained tenor Dennis Day embroiled with
vicious underworld characters, and even -- in a master stroke
-- Frankie Remley's own on-air cohorts Phil Harris andAlice
Faye, acquitting themselves quite well in a horrifying tale of

10/5/50 -- "The Rose Garden" by Sumner
Locke Elliot and Antony Ellis. Movie
veteran Miriam Hopkins stars with Paula
Winslowe and Jeanette Nolan in this tale of
the disturbing Mrs. Bone -- a roomer with an
unsettling taste for toxicology.

10/26/50 -- "Too Hot to Live" by Sam Rolfe.
Richard Widmark makes effective use of
first-person narration in this harrowing tale
of Jeff Casey, an ex-soldier fleeing a murder
charge across a sun-baked western desert.

11/23/50 -- "Going, Going, Gone," by
Antony Ellis. Ozzie and Harriet Nelson
appear as a young couple who think they've
stumbled onto the luckiest break of their
lives when an old trunk bought at auction is
full of valuable gems. But the trunk turns out
to be less a treasure chest than Pandora's Box
when the story behind the jewels begins to
emerge.

12/14/50 -- "AKilling in Abilene" by Gil Doud andAntony Ellis. Alan Ladd and Barton
Yarborough turn in stellar performances in this sharply-written adult western tale of
vengeance and mob violence.

12/21/50 -- "Christmas for Carol" by David Friedkin. Jack Benny's silly tenor Dennis
Day turns deadly serious in this tense story of a desperate man taking even more desperate
steps to raise money to save the life of his wife and unborn child.

2/8/51 -- "TheWindy City Six" by E. Jack Neuman and John Michael Hayes. Crime and
murder are never far from the bandstand in this fascinating tale of a speakeasy jazz band
during the height of the Prohibition Era. Saxophonist-turned-actor Fred MacMurray turns
in a fine performance in the lead, with musical support by JazzAge legends Red Nichols
and his Five Pennies. Richard Widmark
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2/15/51 -- "The Death Parade", byAntony Ellis, from the short story by Shirley Gordon.
Agnes Moorehead in a bravura role as a busybody woman who stumbles onto murder
plans.Any resemblance to Moorehead's characterization or performance in "SorryWrong
Number" is purely coincidental.

3/1/51-- "The Gift of Jumbo Brannigan" by E. Jack Neuman and John Michael Hayes.
William Bendix sheds his Chester A. Riley persona in a searing performance as Jumbo
Brannigan -- master safecracker, lately of the State Penitentiary but back on the streets
again and looking for new opportunities.

3/8/51—“A Vision of Death” by Walter Brown Neman from a story by Jerry Hausner.
Ronald Colman stars as a mind reader with an assistant who turns out to be the real deal!

3/22/51 -- "Three Lethal Words" by Walter Brown Neuman, from a story by Charles
Vion. Joan Crawford as a screenwriter working on a true-life drama of a tensely-wound
middle-aged woman who takes gruesome vengeance against a faithless lover -- a drama
which may be closer to reality than its author is willing to admit.

5/10/51 -- "Death On My Hands" by John Michael
Hayes and E. Jack Neuman. Phil Harris and Alice
Faye turn in powerful dramatic performances in
this tale of a self-absorbed touring bandleader who
unwittingly causes the death of an obsessed fan in
a small Southern town -- and is then accused of her
murder!

6/28/51 -- "The Case for Dr. Singer", by Blake
Edwards. Joseph Kearns both announces and plays
the title role in this atomic-age spy thriller very
loosely based on the real-life case of Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg. Final program of the 1950-51
season.

8/27/51 -- "The Case of the Jolly Death Riders" by
Richard George Peduccini. William Holden stars
in this true-life expose of the reckless hot-rod

array of the medium's top writers, scripts that avoided
the head-splitting gore and smirking outlandishness of
the Inner Sanctum genre of radio mystery programs.
Where most of radio's thrillers were geared to an
adolescent, comic-book-reading audience, Suspense
was always for grownups.

And as the 1950s dawned, it became even more so.
Spier left the program in 1948, and after a brief
interregnum in the hands ofAnton M. Leader, the series
came under the guidance of one of radio's few, true
renaissance men, the dynamic actor/writer/director
Elliot Lewis.

For most radio listeners at the time, the announcement of Lewis's appointment as the new
producer/director of Suspensemight have led to raised eyebrows. Lewis was best known
at that time as a funnyman, thoroughly identified with his most famous acting role, the
shamelessly sleazy left-handed guitar player Frankie Remley, on the Phil Harris-Alice
Faye Show. But Lewis had far more to offer radio than merely one indelible
characterization, and he was soon to prove it.

Elliot Lewis never intended to be an actor, but radio was in his blood. He was born in
1919 -- as part of the very first generation to actually grow up with broadcasting as a
regular part of its daily experience. Lewis set out originally to be a lawyer -- but before
he knew it, he'd drifted westward and turned up in Hollywood by 1937 doing bit roles in
a wide range of radio programs, including stints in the dramatic stock company on Silver
Theatre, assorted minor comic turns in support of Burns and Allen, Al Jolson, and Jack
Benny, and even a continuing role in a slurpy daytime serial called Midstream. These
roles paid little -- but the real recompense was in the education they afforded him.Acting
most every day and night, always scurrying from reading to rehearsal to performance
and back again taught Lewis much about timing, inflection, microphone balance -- all the
many tools necessary to the young art of broadcast drama, tools best learned only in the
crucible of daily experience. By the turn of the decade, Lewis's name as well-known to
the people who really mattered in radio -- the producers and directors -- as it was unknown
to the average member of the public. Such roles as he played rarely, if ever, received on-
air credit.

Joseph Cotten

Joan Crawford
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10/29/51 -- "The Hunting of Bob Lee", adapted by Gil Doud from the story by Charles
L. Sonnicksen. Richard Widmark returns to the Suspensemicrophone in a true-life story
of a Texas gunman embroiled in a murderous blood feud. The tale is punctuated by
haunting Western ballads performed by Terry Lee.

12/31/51 -- "Rogue Male," adapted by Sylvia Richards from the novel by Geoffrey
Household. A savage variation on "The Most Dangerous Game" features Herbert
Marshall as an arrogant British big-game hunter turned would-be assassin matching wits
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